
1. [3 marks] a) Use your calculator to compute pt,o and.s for the following
data set: LL,14,79,25,26. Round your values to two decimal places.
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b) If the positive number b were added to each measurement in the data set,
what wouid the new values of p,, o and s be?
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2 12 marks] If the data has a linear relationship, find the equation of the
least squares regression iine. Round your values to one decimal place. If the
data does not have a linear relationship, write nonli,near.
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3- [2 marks] consider the following data set, where r is unknown: 40, 2g, 33, 31, r.
What is the smallest possible value of the median?
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4. f4 marksl Find P(Au B) 1t P(A): 0.15, P(B): 0.45 and:

a) A and B a,re mutually exclusive
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b) A and B are independent
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5. [4 marks] Given P(A) : 0.49, P(B) : 0.72 and P(A n B) : 0.32, find the
following. Round your answers to two decimal places.

a) The probabiiity of A, given that B occurs
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b) The probability of B, given that A occurs
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6. [4 marks] Consider the following frequency table:

a) According to Tchebysheff's Theorem, what proportion of measurements
should lie in the interval y,*2o?
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b) According to the Empirical Rule, what proportion of measurements should
lie in the interval pt, * 2o?
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c) What is the actual proportion of measurements in the interval trt, *2o?
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7. [3 marks] A shipment contains 28 good and 12 defective items. Twenty
items are chosen for further examination. Find the probability that at most
two of the twenty chosen items are defective. Round vour arrswer,to three
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8. [3 marks] Employees at a certain factory follow protocol 91% of the time.
When protocol is followed, 0.770 of manufactured items are defective. \&lhen
protocol is not followed, 43% of manufactured items are defective. What is
the probability that protocol was followed when a defective item was manu-
factured? Round your arlswer to three decimal places.
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